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Introduction

Zoo Buildings
From Colonialism to Democracy

Man and animal, architecture and zoology: how do 
these elements fit together and relate to each other? 
Society’s view of the optimal coexistence of humans 
and animals has changed fundamentally since the first 
scientifically managed zoological garden was built in 
Paris in 1793. This change in human conceptions of  
the wild animal – from a mere showpiece to a being with 
rights – is now more than ever a topical issue.

The project in the winter semester of 2019/20 deals with 
the construction of a new panda house at Berlin Zoo. 
Before the first sketch is drawn, the question of the fu-
ture inhabitants of the facility must first be clarified. For 
the dramaturgy and staging of buildings and fauna, this 
means nothing less than the ‘invention of a new world’. 
The core principles for the design must be developed 
through research and then implemented and presented in 
a concrete design. The final works should not only spark 
discussion about contemporary animal husbandry, but 
also provide important and innovative inspiration for the 
up-to-date transfer of knowledge in zoos.

Structural principles will be taught in cooperation with 
the Membrane Structures degree programme. Students 
can further explore and refine their design as part of a 
concurrent elective course, such as Textile-, Tensile- 
and Cushion Constructions or Lightweight Membranes.  
Students will engage with the subject matter systemati-
cally through exercises. They will organise their work in-
dependently, which they will carry out either individually 
or in small groups.

The central aim of the course is for students to learn how 
to independently gain a deep understanding of a problem 
area, formulate the problem based on thorough research, 
and to develop an individual, interdisciplinary, and me-
thodical design solution. 
Lectures (2 contact hours)  
and practice (6 contact hours);  
Credits: 10; Assessment: presentation/colloquium.

This course will be taught by Prof. Dr. Natascha Meuser, 
(Interior Architecture) in cooperation with  
Prof. Dr. Robert Off and Sarah Stipek  
(IMS Bauhaus Archineer Institutes e.V.).

Assessment Criteria
1. Individual learning success (20 %) 
2. Engagement / attendance (20 %)
3. Research results (20 %)
4. Working sheets / presentation (40 %)
Students must pass all assessments in order to  
successfully complete the course. 

Reading List
(Handset in the Studio Library) 
Guillery, Peter: The Buildings of London Zoo.  
London 1993
Hancocks, David: Animals and Architecture.  
Westport 1971
Meuser, Natascha: Zoo Buildings. Berlin 2019
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1. Text
Information on  
the project

PAND_
Meuser_123456

doc.

2. Images
Photos, illustrations, 
graphic elements

3. Drawings 
site plans,  
floor plans, sections
elevations etc.

Text Statement 
und Projektdate-
nIbus am repudi 
nobita con cus 
in rerit eumqui 
bernaturibus al-
itemped etum el 
im quam faccum 
vitinve

jpg./psd./tif./eps.

pdf./tif./eps.

1.  Information on the project
A brief description of the design task; length: ca. 500 characters;
Author of the design, title, teaching domain, supervisor 
(Word file, unformatted, DOC)

2. Images and Illustrations
Photos, illustrations, graphic elements (EPS or TIF formats) –  
resolution of at least 300 dpi, Color mode: RGB oder CMYK; 
as JPG, PSD, TIF or EPS files

3. Drawings
Drawings which promote an understanding of the building/project  
(site plans, floor plans, elevations or sections, if appropriate), details  
of execution, sketches, manual drawings; (PDF, TIF or EPS file) 

Please sample and label the files:
Folder:  PAND_Name_Matrikel-Nr.
Files:  PAND_Name_naming

Example: PAND_Meuser_236789
 PAND_Meuser_Section.pdf
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Programm

Studio: Wednesdays, 12.30h, Building 08 / 1.54
Elective: Wednesdays, 9.00h, Building 05

Mandatory attendance dates:
09. October Introduction
16. October Field Trip Berlin (all day)
23. October Workshop (all day)
06. November Interim 1
11. December  Interim 2
22. January Submission/Documentation
29. January Presentation

Field trip
16 October 2019

Departure: 9.00 h 
Regionalbahn Dessau - Berlin

11:30 h
Dan Pearlman Erlebnisarchitektur
Kiefholzstraße 1-2, 12435 Berlin
(Meeting point: Reception)

13:00 h
Museum for Natural History
Invalidenstraße 43, 10115 Berlin

15:00 h
Zoologischer Garten Berlin
Meeting with Dr. Andreas Knieriem,
Director of the Berlin Zoo
(bring questions)

17:00 h
– end of the event –
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Three Exercises

Students must hand in the following exercises  
as part of the final submission in order to  
successfully complete the course.

Pick a painting from the Romantic 
period  (19th century/ e.g. Jakob 
Philipp Hackerts, Carl Gustav Ca-
rus, Caspar David Friedrich)
Add space and volume in the form 
of architectural boundaries  
(wall/ceiling floor)
Submission
File: PAND_EX01_Name.jpg 
Format: 22 x 24 cm (min. 300 dpi)
(CMYK)
Include name of the painter

Find a strong example from the 
history of building in which nature 
served as a model for new materi-
als, constructions or forms. Draw 
architectural diagrams to explain the 
abstraction of general principles.

Submission
File: PAND_EX02_Name.jpg 
Format: 22 x 24 cm (min. 300 dpi)

Make use of natures solutions and 
develop them further. Each student 
presents an example of built 
architecture, that shows a strong  
relationship to nature.  
Oral Presentation: 5 minutes

Submission
File: PAND_EX03_Name.jpg 
Format: 22 x 24 cm (min. 300 dpi)
Text: 300 words 
File: PAND_EX03_Name.jdoc
(include title, name of the architect,
fotographer)

01
The Aesthetics of Perspective
View into Nature

02
The Aesthetics of Biology
Construction of Nature

03
The Aesthetics of Abstraction
Integration of Nature


